
RUSSIA’S NORTHERN 
LIGHTS

12D9N
ENLEDW

FOLLOW US....
Venture into the Russian 

Arctic and experience an 
adventure that is almost 
otherworldly. From the 

Saami city in Murmansk to 
the hunt for the elusive 

Northern Lights in 
Kirovsk, this journey is 

nothing short of 
exhilarating!

Travel Validity Period:
Winter Nov 2020 – Mar 2021MURMANSK, RUSSIA

Premier
Lounge
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RUSSIA
MOSCOW
• Red Square
• St. Basil’s Cathedral
• The GUM Department Store
• Moscow Kremlin
• Assump on Cathedral
• Annuncia on Cathedral
• Archangel’s Cathedral
• Tsar Bell
• Tsar Cannon
• Metro Ride
KIROVSK
• Snowmobile safaris
• Snow Village
MURMANSK
• Orthodox Church
• Husky Park
• Nuclear Icebreaker “Lenin”
SAINT PETERSBURG
• St. Isaac’s Cathedral
• Church of Our Savior on Spilled Blood
• State Hermitage Museum
• The Winter Palace
• Pushkin
• Catherine Palace
• Amber Room
• Pavlovsk Park
• Cruiser Aurora
• Peter & Paul Fortress
• Vodka Museum
• Troika Riding

HIGHLIGHTS

MURMANSK Azimut
MOSCOW Holiday Inn Suchevsky
ST PETERSBURG Marrio  Vasilevsky

DELICACIES
Meal Plan
9 Breakfast, 7 Lunches, 8 Dinners

4★HOTELS

*Note: Hotels subject to final confirma on. Should there 
 be changes, customers will be offered accommoda on 
 similar to this list.

Flight path
Traverse by coach

Featured destinations
Overnight stays 1 2 4

DAY 1 

HOME ST. PETERSBURG
Meals on Board
Assemble at the airport and depart for St 

Petersburg, second largest city in Russia.

DAY 3

ST. PETERSBURG
Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner
Enjoy a St. Petersburg city tour, which will 

bring you to take in the sights of the house 

of Peter the Great and the cruiser Aurora. 

Visit the Peter and Paul Fortress and its 

cathedral, pantheon of Romanov Tsars. 

After lunch, visit the Yussupov Palace, with 

DAY 2 

ST. PETERSBURG
Meals on Board
Upon arrival, enjoy the rest of the day free 

at leisure. Partygoers and fans of revelry will 

find plenty to enjoy within the city’s 

burgeoning night scene, and the constantly 

evolving nightlife turn your night into a 

unique experience you won’t soon forget.

DAY 4

ST. PETERSBURG
Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner
Today, the State Hermitage Museum is the 

next on the must-visit list, which comprises 

of five buildings that were formerly the 

residence of the Tsars. Home to one of the 

finest art collections in the world, the bulk 

of the vast collection can be found in the 

grand Winter Palace. Then, take in the 

sights of The Church of Our Saviour on 

Spilled Blood which is known for its famous 

mosaics and the Saint Isaac’s Cathedral. 

We will then visit a Vodka Museum, an 

exhibition that reveals the details of the 

origin and history of vodka from the 14th 

century to the present day.

Note: If you are taking the morning flight, it will become 
11D9N tour instead.

DAY 5

ST. PETERSBURG PUSHKIN
ST. PETERSBURG
Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner - Folkdance
Pay a visit to the picturesque town of 

Pushkin. The Catherine Park, an 

• Reindeer Sleigh Ride
• Husky Sleigh Ride
• Snowmobile Safari
• Horse Carriage on Sleigh
• Northern Lights Hun ng
• Folkshow & Dinner at Podvorye

EXCLUSIVE
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the halls dedicated to the assassination of 

Rasputin.



CHRISTMAS VILLAGE FAIR ON RED 
SQUARE IN MOSCOW, RUSSIA

CHRISTMAS VILLAGE FAIR ON RED SQUARE IN MOSCOW, RUSSIA. 

DAY 7

MURMANSK KIROVSK
MURMANSK
Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner
Today we will make our way to Kirovsk, a 

small town located at an altitude of 350 

meters, at the very foot of the Khibiny 

Mountains. Our day begins in the Khibiny 

Mountains, which is comprised of spectacular 

terrains and beautiful valleys. The mountains 

also create a unique setting for Snowmobile 

Safaris. We will leave the village through a 

valley and head towards the heart of the 

range to reach a mountain pass. After which, 

we visit the “Snow Village” in Kirovsk, the 

largest snow-carved structure in the world, 

which consists of more than 20 chambers 

and numerous connecting corridors. We will 

then descent in “Vatrushki” (inflatable sled), 

where you will have an opportunity to 

practice a pastime that all Russians have loved 

since their childhood. Tonight, while making 

our way back to Murmansk, we will have a 

chance to catch the Northern Lights if 

conditions are to our favor. 

DAY 6

ST. PETERSBURG MURMANSK
Breakfast Box, Dinner
Today we will embark on a panoramic city 

tour around Murmansk. Admire the 

spectacular view of the city, its port, the 

Murmansk Fjord, and its surroundings. 

Next, visit the Nuclear Icebreaker “Lenin” 

and see the different parts of the ship and 

the non-functional nuclear reactors. 

Tonight, we will have a night trip for 

Northern Lights Hunting with a 

Professional Photographer.

DAY 8

MURMANSK
Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner
Today we will visit the Husky Park and enjoy 

a Saami Folk Performance. After which, 

DAY 9

MURMANSK MOSCOW
Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner
Today, take a flight to Moscow, the capital 

City of Russia. visit the famous Moscow 

Kremlin, an old fortified complex in the 

heart of Moscow. Afterwards, make your 

way to the Cathedral Square to find some 

of the most magnificent churches in 

history. Gaze in wonder at the architectural 

masterpieces of the Assumption Cathedral, 

the Annunciation Cathedral and the 

Archangel’s Cathedral, as well as the Tsar 

Bell and the Tsar Cannon that are displayed 

on the grounds of the Kremlin.
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inseparable part of the ensemble and a very 

poetic place, is a magnificent work of 

creative labour of several generations of 

talented Russian architects. During the 

Catherine Palace excursion, you will get to 

know more about the mysterious history 

the Amber Room. After which, visit the 

Pavlovsk park and explore the exterior view 

of the palace. Its magnificent park along the 

valley of the Slavyanka River is one of the 

most extensive landscape parks in the world 

and the biggest of its kind near St. 

Petersburg. We will enjoy a short Troika 

Riding activity here. At night, enjoy a folk 

show and dinner with unlimited vodka and 

wine at the authentic Russian restaurant- 

Podvorye, where President Putin held his 

50th birthday celebration.

dress up in a traditional overall to keep 

yourself warm during the winter activities. 

We will be able to enjoy a short ride in a 

husky-drawn sledge as you know more 

about the Husky — man’s best friend. This is 

one of the most friendly and peace-loving 

types of dogs and spending time with them 

allow you to feel their positive energy and 

plunge into the serenity of the Northern 

territory and spend time outdoors in the 

company of amazing animals. You will get a 

chance to visit the Saami Settlement, hands 

on with Reindeer Feeding, ride in the sleigh 

drawn by reindeers and get to savour some 

traditional Sami Lunch. Tonight, we will 

have a night trip for Northern Lights 

Hunting with a Professional Photographer.

Note: Snow Village will open only in late December, if is close, 
we will replace with Cable Car Li  to Mt. Aikuavenchorr.



Suggested Excursion:
• (Moscow) State Circus: 130 EUR
• (St Petersburg) Russian Ballet: approx.190 EUR

DAY 11

MOSCOW HOME
Breakfast
Go on a sightseeing tour around the unique 

Russian city, which will take you around the 

Red Square, St. Basil’s Cathedral, 

Novodevichy Convent and its famous 

“Swan Lake”. Enjoy the rest of the day free 

at leisure till it is time to transfer to the 

airport for your flight home.

DAY 10

MOSCOW SERGIEV POSAD
MOSCOW
Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner
Take a side trip out of Moscow today and 

head to the pilgrim town of Sergiev Posad, 

founded by the country’s most revered 

monk, St. Sergius of Radonezh, himself. Pay 

a visit to the Trinity Sergius Lavra, the most 

important landmark of this town as well as 

one of the most important monasteries of 

the Russian Orthodox Church. Then, visit 

the Moscow Metro, one of the world’s 

most elaborate transport systems. Visit 

Moscow’s famous Christmas Market on the 

Red Square and spend some free time 

shopping and exploring.
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DAY 12

HOME SWEET HOME 
We hope you enjoyed your trip with our

company and we look forward to seeing 

you again for your next trip.

12D9N RUSSIA’S NORTHERN LIGHTS

These addi onal ac vi es enrich your experiences; 
however it is en rely op onal and will be at your own 
discre on. Minimum group size may apply and 
subject to schedule.

Tipping Guideline: (based on 12D9N)
• 96 EUR per person

Note:
• We are unable to guarantee that you will observe
 the Northern Lights as it is a natural phenomenon 
 and is subject to weather condi ons.
• A minimum group size of 10 passengers is required 

for a confirmed departure without tour leader and 
15 passengers with a tour leader.

• The sequence of the i nerary, flight schedules and 
hotels are subject to change without prior no ce in 
the event of unforeseen circumstances.

• All ac vi es are subject to weather condi ons.
• During major events and fes vals, accommoda on 

may be  re-located to outside of the city or in 
another city without prior no ce.

• Domes c flights will be by Russian Carrier. 7kg 
carry on and 20kg checked bag.



FEATURE

As one of Russia’s most visited 

amusement park, the Snow Village in 

Kirovsk charms visitors with its intricate 

sculptors and finely chiseled interiors 

made out of snow. Walk down the snowy 

tunnels snaking through the entirety of 

the village in a maze-like fashion and 

admire the carvings of everything from 

animals to people on the walls. Every 

year, the vaults in the Snow Village are 

adorned with a plethora of snow and ice 

sculptors from all over the region. Visitors 

can also partake in several activities, 

including riding a snow banana—a banana 

boat sled pulled by a snowmobile. 

Snow Village

Let these powerful yet docile creatures pull 

you across the snow-covered lands. 

Immerse yourself in the quiet arctic 

wilderness of Russia, as the only sounds 

that will accompany you out here are the 

padded footfalls of the reindeer harnessed 

to your sleigh and sound of the wind 

whooshing past you as you are pulled 

through the vast, forested region.

Reindeer sledding

Developed in the 17th and 18th century, the 

unique Troika is a traditional Russian sleigh. 

Derived from the word triplet or trio, Troika 

usually consists of three horses harnessed to a 

sleigh. Before it became a popular pastime 

among visitors and locals, the activity was a 

primarily used for transporting mail and 

passengers over long distances. Although 

Troika sleighing is a distinctively Russian activity, 

the mode of transport quickly spread to other 

parts of Eastern Europe over the years.

Troika sleighing

Russia’s
Winter Activities and Attractions

Get your adrenaline pumping as you 

traverse the snow-clad lands on your very 

own snowmobile. Explore the dramatic 

landscapes and pass the towering Khibiny 

Mountains. The exhilarating experience of 

exploring the region on a high-powered 

motorized vehicle is something everyone 

needs to do at least once in their lifetime. 

Learn more about the region as an 

experienced guide leads you through a 

designated route.

Snowmobile Safari

Vatrushka or Inflatable Tube Sledging is a 

popular winter activity in Russia. Tube 

Sledging is just like normal sledging in many 

ways, but instead of going down a slope on 

a flat vehicle/sledge, Tube Sledging utilizes a 

doughnut or a bagel shaped inflatable 

sledge. The family-friendly activity can be 

enjoyed by almost anyone as the tubes are 

available in different sizes for children and 

adults.

Inflatable Tube Sledging
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Visit the Saami City, situated 110 km south of 

Murmansk and immerse yourself in the 

unique culture of the Saami people. The 

settlement offers visitors a peek into the lives 

of these skilled, indigenous group of people. 

Most of the residents of this settlement still 

practice a traditional way of life - their primary 

occupation consists of reindeer farming, 

fishing and hunting. Their extensive 

knowledge of the Russian tundra, rich and 

distinctive folklore, and even their vibrant, 

traditional Lappish clothing are some of the 

things that the Saami people are known for. 

Get to know these extremely hospitable and 

friendly people as they introduce their culture, 

tell stories and share their traditions with you.

Saami City

Another must-do activity is embarking on a 

Northern Lights hunting trip. The visibility of 

this natural phenomenon is largely 

dependent on light pollution emitted by 

urban settlements. However, Murmansk has 

an advantage over other cities in the 

country. It’s considered to be one of the 

best places to catch a glimpse of the 

Northern Lights due to its location — 300 

km above the Polar Circle or in the “Oval of 

the Northern Lights”. Additionally its almost 

consistent weather, which sees more clear 

days than most cities with similar latitudes, 

provide it with a higher chance of visibility 

of the Aurora Borealis. 

Northern Lights 
hunting trip

With nearly 600,000 nautical miles under 

her belt, the Nuclear Icebreaker "Lenin", 

unlike conventional vessels, is a traditional 

diesel-powered icebreaker which is 

currently located near the Atomflot, a 

Russian company that maintains the world’s 

only fleet of nuclear-powered icebreakers. 

Onboard the Lenin, visitors can see various 

parts of the ship, including the crew cabins, 

captain’s bridge and the cinema.

Nuclear Icebreaker "Lenin"

Situated in northwest Russia, above the 

Arctic Circle, Murmansk covers an 

extensive area of 20 km along the craggy 

Kola Bay. The city sits on the banks from 

the North to the South of the Murmansk 

Fjord, captivating travellers with 

breath-taking vistas. Besides being the 

largest city in the Arctic Circle, Murmansk 

is also noted for being the starting point 

for travellers venturing into the Russian 

Arctic and the Russian Lapland. The city is 

renowned for being one of the largest 

ice-free ports in Russia and is filled with 

intriguing attractions and activities, from 

the Nuclear Icebreaker “Lenin” to the 

culturally-rich Saami City. 

Murmansk

NORTHERN LIGHTS, MURMANSK

THE FIRST SOVIET NUCLEAR-POWERED
ICEBREAKER "LENIN"

FEATURE
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